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The Shattered Sigil Series
Dev is a smuggler with the perfect cover. He's in high demand as a guide for the caravans that carry legitimate goods from
the city of Ninavel into the country of Alathia. The route through the Whitefire Mountains is treacherous, and Dev is one of
the few climbers who knows how to cross them safely. With his skill and connections, it's easy enough to slip contraband
charms from Ninavel - where any magic is fair game, no matter how dark - into Alathia, where most magic is outlawed. But
smuggling a few charms is one thing; smuggling a person through the warded Alathian border is near suicidal. Having made
a promise to a dying friend, Dev is forced to take on a singularly dangerous cargo: Kiran. A young apprentice on the run
from one of the most powerful mages in Ninavel, Kiran is desperate enough to pay a fortune to sneak into a country where
discovery means certain execution - and he'll do whatever it takes to prevent Dev from finding out the terrible truth behind
his getaway. Yet the young mage is not the only one harboring a deadly secret. Caught up in a web of subterfuge and dark
magic, Dev and Kiran must find a way to trust each other - or face not only their own destruction, but that of the entire city
of Ninavel.

Kabbalah, Magic, and the Great Work of Self-transformation
Potty Train in Three Days
In an age of unspeakable savagery and unbridled passion, forbidden love sparks wild adventure in #1 "New York
Times"-bestselling author Michaels's unforgettable new novel.
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Italian Fantasies
Dev is a desperate man. After narrowly surviving a smuggling job gone wrong, he’s now a prisoner of the Alathian Council,
held hostage to ensure his friend Kiran — former apprentice to one of the most ruthless mages alive — does their bidding.
But Kiran isn’t Dev’s only concern. Back in his home city of Ninavel, the child he once swore to protect faces a terrible fate if
he can’t reach her in time, and the days are fast slipping away. So when the Council offers Dev freedom in exchange for his
and Kiran’s assistance in a clandestine mission to Ninavel, he can’t refuse, no matter how much he distrusts their motives.
Once in Ninavel the mission proves more treacherous than even Dev could have imagined. Betrayed by allies, forced to aid
their enemies, he and Kiran must confront the darkest truths of their pasts if they hope to save those they love and survive
their return to the Tainted City.

A Darker Shade of Magic
Book eight in the New York Times bestselling series Now that the news of Horus's Treachery is in the open, a time of testing
has come. Some Legions have already declared allegiance to the Warmaster, while the loyalty of the others lies firmly with
the Emperor. As Horus deploys his forces, loyalist Astartes learn that the Wordbearers are sending a fleet to Ultramar, home
of the Ultramarines. Unless they can intercept and destroy it, the Ultramarines may suffer a blow from which they will never
recover. Battle for the Abyss continues the epic tale of the Horus Heresy, a galactic civil war that threatened to bring about
the extinction of humanity.

Battle for the Abyss
Heroes are not born, they are forged in the fires of apocalypse Mercenary Kian Valara wants nothing more than to retire
from a life of blood and butchery. But when an arrogant princeling offers him enough gold to buy a throne, Kian straps on
his sword for one last mission. And besides, what could be easier than guarding a prince who wants to sow his royal seed in
every backwater fortress and village throughout the realm? Turns out, dying would've been easier. Kian discovers too late
that the prince's ambition has shattered the foundations of the world, and that he intends to remake all Creation. As the
moons collide and the skies burn, Kian and his devastated company of warriors hound the demented prince across a
nightmare realm. At every turn, Kian must fight for his life against demons escaped from the underworld, and those who
they have transformed into blood-hungry terrors. Along the way, Kian meets a powerful and beautiful woman who prepares
him for a battle he has small hope of winning. To triumph, Kian must summon all his skill and courage, he must sacrifice
more than he ever imagined he could, and he must embrace the dark secret that binds him to the power-mad prince. Only
one thing is certain: if Kian fails, the world of men will burn in the fires of apocalypse, and the God King will rule
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unchallenged and unpunished. Reading order: The God King (book one) Crown of the Setting Sun (book two) Shadow and
Steel (book three) Wrath of the Fallen (book four-final volume) Other series by James A. West: Songs of the Scorpion Reaper
of Sorrows (volume one) Lady of Regret (volume two) Dystopian Thriller Beasts of the Field

Tome of Magic
Two aspirants are recruited into the Grey Knights, and must hone their psychic talents if they are to join the hallowed and
mysterious ranks of the Space Marine daemon hunters. The Grey Knights are all that stands between mankind and the
ravages of Chaos. Since their secretive beginnings during the Horus Heresy, these legendary Space Marine daemon hunters
have journeyed into the dark realms of the warp – and beyond – in pursuit of their supernatural enemies. Through an
intensive regime of psychic training, new recruits are brought to the clandestine fortress of Titan to join the hallowed and
vaunted ranks of the 666th Chapter. More than ever, these legendary battle-brothers must be vigilant and ever ready to
defend the Imperium for the forces of Chaos are never truly defeated, and Armageddon beckons'

Classic Play
Israel Regardie wrote The Tree of Life, a book many consider his magnum opus, in 1932. It has continued to sell for
decades. And no wonder. Up until the time this book was published, very little information about true high magic was
available to the public. In this book, Regardie reveals the secrets of real magic. He begins with an explanation of what
magic is and, just as importantly, what magic is not. He explains that it is a spiritual study and practice which, along with
forms of yoga, forms the two branches of the tree that is mysticism. Magic is not being a medium or a psychic. Then he
explains the tools of the magician, what they mean, and how to use them. He explains the techniques of evocation and
invocation, skrying, and astral travel. He shows how the Qabalah unites everything. He even gives a description of the
secrets of sexual magick. All of this is in a clear, lucid writing style. This book is simply a must for anyone who is, or aspires
to be, a real magician. Although Chic and Sandra Tabatha Cicero were friends of Regardie and are Senior Adepts of the
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, what changes could they have made to this classic book? Well, they did change the
spelling from British style to American. And they did change his transliterations of Hebrew into the more popular style he
used in his later books. But nothing vital was changed or removed. Everything else they added was complementary to the
text that was there. And what incredible additions they are! Extensive annotations throughout every chapter; over 100
illustrations; more descriptive contents pages; a glossary, a bibliography and an index. They've even added a biographical
note on Regardie and the importance of this book to him and to the occult world. This book contains some of the finest
occult writing that has ever been produced. And with the new material by the Ciceros, it becomes a must-have for any
magician!
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Queen of Air and Darkness
Some say that in the city of Orlyn, godhood is on sale to the highest bidder. Thousands flock to the city each year, hoping
for a chance at immortality. Lydia Hastings is a knowledge sorcerer, capable of extracting information from anything she
touches. When she travels to Orlyn to validate the claims of the local faith, she discovers a conspiracy that could lead to a
war between the world's three greatest powers. At the focal point is a prisoner who bears a striking resemblance to the longmissing leader of the pantheon she worships. Rescuing the prisoner would require risking her carefully cultivated cover but his execution could mean the end of everything Lydia holds dear.

The Temptation of Elminster
When the Queen of one of the Dragonlord realms is mysteriously found drowned, two aspiring regents battle for her vacant
throne, and Linden, the youngest of the Dragonlords, finds himself in serious danger when he is trapped by the deadly
magic of a beautiful sea captain. A first novel. Reprint. K. AB.

The Whitefire Crossing
HBOâe(tm)s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R Martinâe(tm)s internationally bestselling series A SONG
OF ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A FEAST FROM CROWS is the fourth volume in the series. A
beautifully presented slipcased edition of A FEAST FROM CROWS. A Feast for Crows brings to life dark magic, intrigue and
terrible bloodshed as the war-torn landscape of the Seven Kingdoms is threatened by destruction as vast as any in its
violent past. The War of the Five Kings has ripped Westeros apart. The bloodthirsty, treacherous and cunning Lannisters
occupy the Iron Throne, with allies as ruthless as themselves. Lord Frey was host at the Red Wedding, so called for the
massacre of the guests, their screams unheard above the music of the feast. Euron Crowâe(tm)s Eye is as black a pirate as
ever raised a sail, sworn to deliver the whole of Westeros to the ironborn. No less to be feared are their enemies. The Starks
of Winterfell and the Martells of Dorne seek vengeance for their dead. And the last of the Targaryens, Daenerys Stormborn,
will bring fire and blood to Kingâe(tm)s Landing when her young dragons reach their terrifying maturity. The last war fought
with dragons was a cataclysm powerful enough to shatter the Valyrian peninsula, now a smoking, demon-haunted ruin half
drowned by the sea. Against a backdrop of alchemy and murder, victory may go to the men and women possessed of the
coldest steel âe¦ and the coldest hearts.

The Traitor God
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The War of the Spider Queen begins here. While their whole world is changing around them, four dark elves struggle
against different enemies. Yet their paths will lead them all to the most terrifying discovery in the long history of the drow
and set them on a quest to save not only Menzoberranzan but the entire dark elf race from Dissolution

Elminster in Hell
Based on an innovative blend of Kabbalah and magic, a step-by-step program toward spiritual attainment guides readers
through each level of the the Golden Dawn system of ritual magic and its corresponding sphere in the Kabbalah Tree of Life.
Original. 10,000 first printing.

The God King
"The epic conclusion to the Shattered Sigil Trilogy--a tale of blood magic, spies, and wilderness adventure. Dev's never been
a man afraid of a challenge. Not only has he kept his vow to his dead mentor, rescuing a child in the face of impossible
odds, but he's freed his mage friend Kiran from both the sadistic master who seeks to enslave him and the foreign Council
that wants to kill him."--Amazon.com.

The Scarlet Gospels
A Story of Transformation and Salvation "I had no idea of the intimate reality and power of the Holy Spirit. Although I
mouthed words about such things in hymns, and went through the motions of worship, my real hope and belief was in
myself." "Then her turn came and she went into the chest high water. Karen had a glow about her as if she was sixteen
again when I first saw her as a teenage beauty. I could virtually feel the healing in the air." This is a story of a couple who
were transformed and saved by the power of the Holy Spirit. They had successful careers, a good marriage, a perfect
family, a beautiful home, and a nice church, but in reality they were on a treadmill going downhill - until something
wonderful happened.

A Feast for Crows
The new prince of the Desert, Rohan works to bring permanent peace to his divided land while struggling to preserve the
last remaining dragons that could hold the key to saving his people, while his betrothed, Sioned, trapped by the intrigues of
the Lady of Goddess Keep and Rohan's sworn enemy, risks everything to protect her lord and stop a devastating war.
Reprint.
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Transformation
In a dark and perilous realm, a nameless outcast seeks a voice, a past, and a future: “A dazzling debut” (Jennifer Roberson).
In all of Erith, there is perhaps no one as wretched as the nameless mute foundling confined to the lowest depths of Isse
Tower. Abused by many and despised by all, the pathetic creature lives without memories in the shadows. The amnesiac
longs to escape—to roam the wild landscape in search of a past, a name, a destiny—but dangers surround the tower. Only
flying ships and majestic winged horses carrying important visitors can reach the castle safely, landing high above the
ground on its battlements. The local servants whisper about malevolent creatures that roam the forests and bear no love
for humankind. Escape seems impossible in this treacherous world of wights and monsters. Praised as Australia’s J. R. R.
Tolkien, Cecilia Dart-Thornton has set a towering new standard for fantasy fiction, earning the respect and acclaim of
readers, reviewers, and some of the world’s most renowned fantasists. With roots firmly embedded in the ancient folklore of
the British Isles, The Ill-Made Mute—the opening volume of Dart-Thornton’s magnificent Bitterbynde Trilogy—introduces
fantasy lovers to an unforgettable character whose remarkable adventures rival the epic trials of the Bagginses and the
tales of The Silmarillion.

Exile
Dev is a desperate man. After narrowly surviving a smuggling job gone wrong, he’s now a prisoner of the Alathian Council,
held hostage to ensure his friend Kiran — former apprentice to one of the most ruthless mages alive — does their bidding.
But Kiran isn’t Dev’s only concern. Back in his home city of Ninavel, the child he once swore to protect faces a terrible fate if
he can’t reach her in time, and the days are fast slipping away. So when the Council offers Dev freedom in exchange for his
and Kiran’s assistance in a clandestine mission to Ninavel, he can’t refuse, no matter how much he distrusts their motives.
Once in Ninavel the mission proves more treacherous than even Dev could have imagined. Betrayed by allies, forced to aid
their enemies, he and Kiran must confront the darkest truths of their pasts if they hope to save those they love and survive
their return to the Tainted City.

White Fire
Throne of the Crescent Moon
An epic good-versus-evil thriller from the early days of two iconic characters pits long-beleaguered supernatural detective
Harry D'Amour against priest of hell Pinhead. By the best-selling author of the Books of Blood series.
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The Thief-Taker's Apprentice
From Saladin Ahmed, finalist for the Nebula and Campbell Awards, comes one of the year's most acclaimed debuts: Throne
of the Crescent Moon, a fantasy adventure with all the magic of The Arabian Nights. The Crescent Moon Kingdoms, home to
djenn and ghuls, holy warriors and heretics, are at the boiling point of a power struggle between the iron-fisted Khalif and
the mysterious master thief known as the Falcon Prince. In the midst of this brewing rebellion a series of brutal supernatural
murders strikes at the heart of the Kingdoms. But these killings are only the earliest signs of a plot for the Throne of the
Crescent Moon that threatens to turn the great city of Dhamsawaat, and the world itself, into a blood-soaked ruin. From the
Paperback edition.

Forging Divinity
The immortal sorcerers - three legendary figures that toppled the empire of Xixis. Each has lived for over a hundred years,
leaving a powerful legacy in their wake. But their children do not share their renowned immortality - and when the firstborn
son of Edrick Theas is killed, the sorceress Lydia Hastings is called to investigate the murder. When she discovers a
sorcerous trail left by a creature of unfathomable power, she quickly realizes she needs outside help. And while Jonan
Kestrian - a spy for a rival military power - might not be Lydia's first choice for an ally, she knows that he has the knowledge
and skills that she needs. While Lydia and Jonan trace the assassin's trail, Taelien undergoes the Trials of Unyielding Steel, a
series of tests to ensure his entry into the Paladins of Tae'os. As he trains for his trials, Taelien faces his fiercest rival yet Velas Jaldin, a former member of Orlyn's Queensguard with the power to manipulate motion at her whim. With skills far
beyond those of an ordinary soldier, the former Queensguard might be the killer that Lydia seeks - or the assassin's next
victim.

The Emperor's Gift
Draken vae Khellian, bastard cousin of the Monoean King, had risen far from his ignominious origins, becoming both a
Bowrank Commander and a member of the Crown's Black Guard. But when he is falsely condemned for the grisly murder of
his beloved wife, he is banished from the kingdom and cast upon the distant shore of Akrasia, at the arse-end of the world.
Compared to civilized Monoea, Akrasia is a forbidding land of Moonlings, magic, and restless spirits. It is also a realm on the
brink of a bloody revolution, as a sinister conspiracy plots against Akrasia's embattled young queen-and malevolent banes
possess the bodies of the living. Consumed by grief, and branded a murderer, Draken lives only to clear his name and
avenge his wife's murder. But the fates may have bigger plans for him. Alone in a strange land, he soon finds himself
sharing the bed of an enigmatic necromancer and a half-breed servant girl, while pressed into the service of a foreign
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queen whose life and land may well depend on the divided loyalties of an exiled warrior . . . Exile is the beginning of an
ambitious fantasy saga by an acclaimed new author.

The Ill-Made Mute
The Tome of Magic supplement presents three new kinds of magic that you can integrate easily into any Dungeons &
Dragons campaign. These magic "subsystems" function alongside the existing D&D magic system and offer new game
mechanics, character options, a

The Tainted City
A tale inspired by a true story finds the blind Homer Collyer closeted within a once-grand Fifth Avenue mansion with his
damaged brother and remembering a life marked by colorful characters, political events and technological achievements.
By the National Book Award-winning author of Billy Bathgate. Reprint. A best-selling novel.

Inda
This reissue of a modern classic of science fiction, the Hugo and Locus Award-winning and Nebula-nominated The Snow
Queen, marks the first time the book has been reprinted in fifteen years. The imperious Winter colonists have ruled the
planet Tiamat for 150 years, deriving wealth from the slaughter of the sea mers. But soon the galactic stargate will close,
isolating Tiamat, and the 150-year reign of the Summer primitives will begin. Their only chance at surviving the change is if
Arienrhod, the ageless, corrupt Snow Queen, can destroy destiny with an act of genocide. Arienrhod is not without
competition as Moon, a young Summer-tribe sibyl, and the nemesis of the Snow Queen, battles to break a conspiracy that
spans space. Interstellar politics, a millennia-long secret conspiracy, and a civilization whose hidden machineries might still
control the fate of worlds all form the background to this spectacular hard science fiction novel from Joan D. Vinge.

The Tree of Life
The mesmerizing conclusion to the fantasy epic Addicted to an enchantment that turns pain into pleasure?and bound by
oaths he refuses to abandon?Valen risks body and soul to rescue one child, seek justice for another, and bring the dying
land of Navronne its rightful king.

The Snow Queen
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Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten the very survival of the Shadowhunters in Cassandra Clare’s Queen of Air and
Darkness, the final novel in the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling The Dark Artifices trilogy. Queen of Air and
Darkness is a Shadowhunters novel. What if damnation is the price of true love? Innocent blood has been spilled on the
steps of the Council Hall, the sacred stronghold of the Shadowhunters. Their society now teeters on the brink of civil war.
One fragment of the Blackthorn family flees to Los Angeles, seeking to discover the source of the disease that is destroying
the race of warlocks. Meanwhile, Julian and Emma take desperate measures to put their forbidden love aside and undertake
a perilous mission to Faerie to retrieve the Black Volume of the Dead. What they find there is a secret that may tear the
Shadow World asunder and open a dark path into a future they could never have imagined. Caught in a race against time,
Emma and Julian must save the world of the Shadowhunters before a deadly curse destroys them and everyone they love.

Dragon Prince
Hell Hath Such Fury On the world of his birth he's all but a god, but when an ancient evil banishes him to the depths of the
Nine Hells, he's just another lost soul. Elminster, Sage of Shadowdale, Chosen of Mystra, faces his most desperate
struggle--to survive, to escape, to cling to his very sanity--and all the forces of the inferno are rallied against him. The topselling book by the creator of the Forgotten Realms universe is now available as an eBook!

Breath and Bone
The Classic Play series takes the most popular aspects of roleplaying and puts them all together in one complete volume.
Previous titles have included The Book of Strongholds & Dynasties, The Book of Dragons, The Book of Adventuring, and The
Book of Encounters and Lairs. This volume fully details the planes, alternate existences that the brave and foolhardy enter
in equal measure. A complete one-stop resource for any games master intending to run games in these worlds, players will
also find it immensely valuable if they want their character to survive.

The Labyrinth of Flame
Acclaimed Inda series within Sherwood Smith's epic fantasy Sartorias-deles universe • Military fantasy woven with courtly
politics, vast worldbuilding, and diverse characters Indevan-Dal is the second son of the Prince and Princess of Choraed
Elgaer, destined to become his elder brother Tanrid's Shield Arm—his military champion. Like all second sons, he is to be
privately trained at home by Tanrid, the brother whose lands he will one day protect. When the King's Voice comes to
summon Inda to the Military Academy, he might well feel foreboding, or even fear—war is imminent—yet youthful Inda feels
only excitement. But there are things that Tanrid hasn't prepared him for, and Inda will soon learn that the greatest threats
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to his safety will not come from foreign enemies, but from supposed allies within his own country.

Dissolution
The high elves must strive to protect the magical vortex of Ulthuan when it comes under attack by dark elves led by the
Witch King or risk unleashing the forces of chaos on the Warhammer World.

The Cloud Roads
Berren has lived in the city all his life. He has made his way as a thief, paying a little of what he earns to the Fagin like
master of their band. But there is a twist to this tale of a thief. One day Berren goes to watch an execution of three thieves.
He watches as the thief-taker takes his reward and decides to try and steal the prize. He fails. The young thief is taken. But
the thief-taker spots something in Berren. And the boy reminds him of someone as well. Berren becomes his apprentice.
And is introduced to a world of shadows, deceit and corruption behind the streets he thought he knew. Full of richly
observed life in a teeming fantasy city, a hectic progression of fights, flights and fancies and charting the fall of a boy into
the dark world of political plotting and murder this marks the beginning of a new fantasy series for all lovers of fantasy from fans of Kristin Cashore to Brent Weeks.

Stealing Sorcery
A Darker Shade of Magic, from #1 New York Times bestselling author V.E. Schwab Kell is one of the last Antari—magicians
with a rare, coveted ability to travel between parallel Londons; Red, Grey, White, and, once upon a time, Black. Kell was
raised in Arnes—Red London—and officially serves the Maresh Empire as an ambassador, traveling between the frequent
bloody regime changes in White London and the court of George III in the dullest of Londons, the one without any magic left
to see. Unofficially, Kell is a smuggler, servicing people willing to pay for even the smallest glimpses of a world they'll never
see. It's a defiant hobby with dangerous consequences, which Kell is now seeing firsthand. After an exchange goes awry,
Kell escapes to Grey London and runs into Delilah Bard, a cut-purse with lofty aspirations. She first robs him, then saves him
from a deadly enemy, and finally forces Kell to spirit her to another world for a proper adventure. Now perilous magic is
afoot, and treachery lurks at every turn. To save all of the worlds, they'll first need to stay alive. "A Darker Shade of Magic
has all the hallmarks of a classic work of fantasy. Schwab has given us a gem of a taleThis is a book to treasure."—Deborah
Harkeness, New York Times bestselling author of the All Souls trilogy Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of Magic 2.
A Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring of Light At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Defenders of Ulthuan
Packed with new rules and careers, as well as all manner of essential gear, the Inquisitor's Handbook is perfect for players
and Game Masters alike. Advanced character generation, alternative ranks, and Calixian careers including the Black Priests
of Maccabeus, Metallican Gunslingers, and the Adepta Sororitas. With a host of weapons and gear, advice on establishing
alter egos and informative contacts, plus in-depth commentary on the Calixis Sector, this tome covers everything you need
to create a completely unique character in the 41st Millennium. Suitable for players of all levels. A copy of the Dark Heresy
Core Rulebook is needed to use this supplement.

The Tainted City
Moon has spent his life hiding what he is — a shape-shifter able to transform himself into a winged creature of flight. An
orphan with only vague memories of his own kind, Moon tries to fit in among the tribes of his river valley, with mixed
success. Just as Moon is once again cast out by his adopted tribe, he discovers a shape-shifter like himself someone who
seems to know exactly what he is, who promises that Moon will be welcomed into his community. What this stranger
doesn't tell Moon is that his presence will tip the balance of power that his extraordinary lineage is crucial to the colony's
survival and that his people face extinction at the hands of the dreaded Fell! Now Moon must overcome a lifetime of
conditioning in order to save and himself and his newfound kin.

The Last Dragonlord
The first two entries in The Shattered Sigil series! Containing The Whitefire Crossings and The Tainted City for the first time
together in one edition.

Dark Heresy
Garion the farm boy did not believe in magic dooms, but then he did not know that soon he would be on a quest of
unparalleled magic and danger when the dread evil God Torak was reawakened.

Pawn of Prophecy
A city threatened by unimaginable horrors must trust their most hated outcast, or lose everything, in this crushing epic
fantasy debut. After ten years on the run, dodging daemons and debt, reviled magician Edrin Walker returns home to
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avenge the brutal murder of his friend. Lynas had uncovered a terrible secret, something that threatened to devour the
entire city. He tried to warn the Arcanum, the sorcerers who rule the city. He failed. Lynas was skinned alive and Walker felt
every cut. Now nothing will stop him from finding the murderer. Magi, mortals, daemons, and even the gods – Walker will
burn them all if he has to. After all, it wouldn’t be the first time he’s killed a god File Under: Fantasy [ Look Who’s Back |
Blood Sorcery | Tyrants & Titans | Mind Mates ]

Homer and Langley
From a dark and dusty tomb, Elminster emerges, seeking the guidance of Mystra, and finds only silence. He is drawn into
the clutches of the mysterious and sinister Lady of Shadows. The path he takes will lead to a Realms-shaking confrontation
where Elminster has to make the most important choice of his long life. Whatever he decides, the Realms will be forever
changed . . .
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